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Abstract

A new sensitive 2D isotropic–anisotropic separation experiment that utilizes stroboscopic phase encoding in the evolution di-

mension (SPEED) under magic angle sample spinning is presented. This 2D experiment consists of a train of 2N � 1 p pulses that

are applied over 2N rotor periods. The p pulse train effectively reduces the apparent spinning speed in the evolution dimension by a

factor of 1=ð2NÞ from the mechanical spinning speed. Thus, problems commonly associated with magic angle turning such as stable

slow spinning, different matching and TPPM proton decoupling conditions are avoided. Data replication similar to the five p
replicated magic angle turning (FIREMAT) and pseudo 2D sideband suppression (P2DSS) experiments transfers resolution from

the acquisition dimension to the evolution dimension. Hence, large spectral windows with good digital resolution are obtained with

a few evolution increments. Here, slow spinning sideband patterns are extracted from the replicated 2D dataset with TIGER

processing. Nevertheless, 2D Fourier transformation is also applicable. The extracted sideband patterns are identical to magic angle

turning sideband pattern allowing for easy extraction of principal shift components. Accurate 13C principal shift components are

obtained for 3-methylglutaric acid using SPEED and FIREMAT experiments to validate the method. Furthermore, SPEED spectra

for calcium acetate and a santonin are reported to show the wide applicability of this new experiment.

� 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

During the last two decades, the chemical shift tensor

has been recognized as a superb probe in many areas of

chemistry and structural biology [1–3]. Several 2D

techniques exist that measure the principal components

of the shift tensor in powdered solids with dilute spin-1/2
systems such as 13C, 15N, 29Si, and 31P [4–8]. Many of

these techniques utilize static or slow spinning (turning)

samples that require special instrumentation for pulse

synchronization, sample reorientation or slow spinning

speeds that are difficult to maintain. In addition, Hart-

mann–Hahn [9,10] and 1H TPPM [11,12] decoupling

conditions are affected by the spinning speed and thus

MAT experiments require a different experimental setup
than commonly run high-speed MAS experiments.

Nevertheless, MAT techniques are widely applied in

many studies [13–17].
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The above-mentioned difficulties can be avoided when

anisotropic interactions are measured at high spinning

speeds. Furthermore, such a ‘‘recoupling’’ sequence may

easily be combined with other MAS sequences from the

NMR spectroscopists� toolbox. However, only a few shift

recoupling techniques have been published and have not

yet gained wide popularity [18–21].
Here, we describe a new sensitive 2D isotropic–an-

isotropic separation experiment that encodes the iso-

tropic shift information in the acquisition dimension

and utilizes stroboscopic phase encoding in the evolu-

tion dimension (SPEED) to encode anistropic interac-

tions corresponding to the various isotropic shifts in the

evolution dimension. Both, sample replication [22] and

sophisticated TIGER [23–25] processing are incorpo-
rated to increase the resolution in the evolution dimen-

sion and to extract phase sensitive sideband patterns

from the phase encoded 2D dataset, respectively. The

data replication allows for high-resolution and large

spectral windows in the evolution dimension with only a

few evolution increments. This is especially important
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Fig. 1. Structures of 3-methylglutaric acid and a santonin. The carbon

numbering is indicated.

Fig. 2. Pulse sequence of the: (A) basic and (B) symmetrized SPEED

MAS experiment.
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when wide span tensors are measured with a limited

number of evolution increments without sacrificing

resolution and short experiment times. The experiment

is a simple refocusing sequence with a train of p pulses

timed to the rotor position; thus it is easy to implement

on standard solid-state NMR spectrometer systems
without the need for customized electronic hardware.

To validate the experiment, SPEED spectra for 3-

methylglutaric acid (see Fig. 1) with different SPEED

sequences are obtained and the extracted 13C principal

shift components are compared to values measured with

the FIREMAT technique. In addition, SPEED spectra

for calcium acetate and a santonin (see Fig. 1) are re-

ported to show the wide applicability of this new ex-
periment to larger more relevant compounds.
Fig. 3. Orientation of the sample rotor axis S and the Zeeman field B0

in a molecular or crystallite frame. g designates the magic angle. The

times ta and tc are integer multiples of the rotor period T as given in

Eq. (5), i.e., the B0 always has the same orientation in the crystallite

frame when pulses are applied at ta and tc. The orientation of

B0ðxr � tb þ cÞ when the moving pulses are applied, progresses through

the c circle with increasing s.
2. Theory

The basic idea of this constant time experiment is

based on sidebands at half the mechanical spinning

speed in the evolution dimension of FIREMAT exper-
iments that appear for higher-order interactions [26].

Thus, many ideas from this powerful MAT experiment

such as data replication and TIGER processing are

easily incorporated. The pulse sequence consists of

N � 1 p pulses that are applied at even rotor periods and

N p pulses removed from odd rotor periods with a time s
as shown in Fig. 2A. The precession of the complex

magnetization Mþ is encoded in the evolution dimension
by the stroboscopic timing of the p pulses. The integer

number N specifies the factor by which the effective

mechanical spinning speed xr is reduced in the evolution

dimension.

The evolution of the magnetization for a crystallite

q2D created by such a sequence may be expressed by

q2Dða; b; cjs; t2Þ ¼ exp½�iUða; b; cjsÞ� �
X
k

akða; b; cÞ

� exp½�iðW0ða; bÞ þ kxrÞt2�; ð1Þ

where Uða; b; cjsÞ represents the phase angle accumu-
lated during the evolution period. The angles a, b, and c
represent the orientation of the Zeeman field and the

rotor axis in a crystallite or molecular fixed frame as
specified in Fig. 3. Relaxation is omitted for the de-

scription of the experiment, but will be discussed later.

The right-hand side of Eq. (1) represents the free pre-

cession of a rotating crystallite in the acquisition di-

mension with sidebands at multiples of the spinning

speed xr from the isotropic frequency W0 that have

complex amplitude ak. Sufficient high spinning speeds or
stroboscopic acquisition remove the sidebands in the

acquisition dimension and thus Eq. (1) may be simplified

to:

q2Dða; b; cjs; t2Þ ¼ exp½�iUða; b; cjs:Þ� � exp½�iW0ða; bÞt2�:
ð2Þ

The phase angle accumulated by the train of p pulses is

given by the sum of phase angles Ua and Ub accumulated

in the repeating two rotor periods of the sequence. The
second phase Ub is defined to be positive and Ua is

negative since p pulses reverse the sign of the phase

angles. The moving and fixed p pulses are always
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applied at the same rotor position during the sequence
so that the phase angle Un for the repeating part of the

sequence is identical, i.e.,

Unða; b; cjsÞ ¼ Unþ1ða; b; cjsÞ: ð3Þ
Hence, following sum for the phase angle accumulated

during the evolution period is obtained:

Uða; b; cjsÞ ¼
XN
n¼1

Ubða; b; cjsÞð � Uaða; b; cjsÞÞn: ð4Þ

The phase angle accumulated between pulses may be

described as the time integral of the frequency function

x that is defined by the anisotropic interactions present

in the solid. The boundaries of the integrals are defined
by the times ta, tb, and tc when pulses are applied.

Uða;b;cjsÞ¼
XN
n¼1

Z tc

tb

xða;b;cjsÞdt

0
B@ �

Z tb

ta

xða;b;cjsÞds

1
CA

n

;

where ta¼ð2n�2ÞT ; tb¼ð2n�1ÞT �s and tc¼2nT :

ð5Þ
The frequency function x can be described by a Fourier

series around the c circle.

xða; b; cjtÞ ¼
X1

m¼�1
Wmða; bÞ � exp½imc� � exp½imxrt�: ð6Þ

Analytical expressions for the expansion coefficients Wm

are easily obtained from standard spin quantum me-

chanics [27]. For the most common interactions in dilute

spin systems such as the chemical shift and heteronu-

clear dipolar coupling to spin 1/2 the series terminates at

m ¼ �2. However, for other interactions such as the
dipolar coupling to a quadrupolar nucleus (e.g., 35Cl and
37Cl) higher order coefficients exist for jmj > 2 and may

become appreciable [26,27].

Using the symmetry of the frequency function

xða; b; cjsÞ i.e.,Z tc

tb

xða; b; cjsÞds ¼ �
Z tb

ta

xða; b; cjsÞds: ð7Þ

Eq. (5) may be simplified to

Uða; b; cjsÞ ¼ 2N
Z ta

tb

xða; b; cjsÞds

0
B@

1
CA: ð8Þ

Solving the integral in Eq. (8) yields for the phase angle

accumulated during the evolution period:

Uða; b; cjsÞ ¼ 2NW0sþ
X1

m¼�1
i
2NWm exp½imc�

mxr

� ðexp½imxrs� � 1Þ: ð9Þ
The phase angle for the free precession of a spin in a

rotating crystallite is described by

Ufreeða; b; cjtÞ ¼
Z t

xða; b; cjsÞds; ð10Þ

0

and after solving the integral one obtains

Ufreeða;b; cjtÞ ¼ W0tþ
X1

m¼�1
i
Wm exp½imc�

mxr

ðexp½imxrt� � 1Þ:

ð11Þ
By comparison of Eqs. (10) and (11) and defining

s ¼ t1=2N it is obvious that the apparent spinning speed

in the indirect dimension of the SPEED experiment is

xapp ¼ xr=2N . Thus, the FID obtained in the evolution

dimension of the SPEED sequence is equivalent to a

FID at a lower spinning speed with the same sideband

amplitudes.

Hence, the resulting SPEED evolution FID may be
expressed as a set of frequencies (sidebands) with com-

plex amplitudes akða; b; cÞ, spaced by xapp and centered

around the isotropic frequency W0ða; bÞ.

exp

"
� iW0t1 � i

X1
m¼�1

i
Wmða; bÞ exp½imc�

mxapp

�ðexp½imxappt1� � 1Þ
#

¼
X
k

akða; b; cÞ � exp½�iðW0ða; bÞ þ kxappÞt1�: ð12Þ

The sideband amplitudes akða; b; cÞ may be computed

from the Fourier coefficients Wmða; bÞ using the banded

matrix approach [27]. The complete 2D FID for the

SPEED experiment may then be written as:

q2Dða; b; cjt1; t2Þ

¼
X
k

akða; b; cÞ � exp½
 

� iðW0ða; bÞ þ kxappÞt1�
!

� exp½�iW0ða; bÞt2�: ð13Þ
For most common interaction such as the chemical shift
and heteronuclear dipolar coupling to a spin-1/2 in dilute

spin systems, W0 is independent of crystallite orientation

and the Fourier expansion terminates at m ¼ �2. After

integration over the powder angles, the evolution of the

complex magnetization Mþ may be expressed as:

Mþðt1; t2Þ ¼ M0

X
k

Ak � exp½
 

� iðW0 þ kxappÞt1�
!

� exp½�iW0t2�; ð14Þ
where Ak is the real amplitude of the observed side-

bands and M0 is the initial magnetization after cross

polarization.
3. Replication

The pulse sequence allows acquisition of only s ¼
ðt1=2NÞ < T and thus limits the maximum resolution in

the evolution dimension to the apparent spinning speed

xapp. Replication is utilized in order to increase the

resolution far beyond this limitation. Eq. (14) shows that:



Fig. 4. Replication scheme applied to create the full SPEED FID.
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Mþðt1; t2 þ nTappÞ ¼ Mþðt1 þ nTapp; t2Þ;

where Tapp ¼
1

xapp

: ð15Þ

When the evolution and acquisition dimensions are

sampled with dwell times (dw) that are an integer frac-

tion of the apparent spinning speed, the replication

scheme shown in Fig. 4 can be applied effectively to
increase the maximum evolution time. This allows for a

large spectral window with a digital resolution equal to

the acquisition dimension to accommodate tensors with

large spans without sacrificing resolution. In many other

experiments, where anisotropic information is encoded

in the evolution dimension, many evolution increments

must be taken in order to accommodate large tensor

spans with acceptable resolution. The replication is
similar to the replication in the FIREMAT [6] and

P2DSS [22] experiments. In all cases it is used to increase

the limited resolution in an evolution dimension.
4. Symmetry of the sequence

Pulse collisions in the pulse sequence at high spinning
speeds and large spectral windows in the evolution

dimension may occur when the p pulse width is longer

than s ¼ dw1=2N . This can be avoided when the
sequence is symmetrized by acquiring evolution incre-

ments for t1 ¼ �Tapp=2 to t1 < Tapp=2 as depicted in

Fig. 2B. This avoids pulse collisions, but introduces a

first order phase shift in the evolution dimension of the
SPEED FID as follows:

Mþðt1; t2Þ ¼ M0

X
k

Ak � exp½
 

� iðW0 þ kxappÞ

� t1
�

� 1
2
Tapp

�
�
!

� exp½�iW0t2�: ð16Þ

Rearranging yields

Mþðt1; t2Þ ¼ M0

X
k

Ak � exp½
 

� iðW0 þ kxappÞt1

þ iW0
1
2
Tapp þ ikp�

!
� exp½�iW0t2�:

ð17Þ
With the first order phase shift for a sideband pattern

divided into W0Tapp=2 ¼ n and the real factor exp½ikp� ¼
ð�1Þk one obtains:

Mþðt1; t2Þ¼M0

X
k

ð
 

�1ÞkAk � exp½� iðW0þ kxappÞt1þn�
!

� exp½�iW0t2�: ð18Þ
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When the centerband of an extracted sideband pattern is
zero-order phase corrected by n then all sidebands are in

phase, but have alternating amplitudes in accordance

with Eq. (18). Symmetrizing the pulse sequence also

reduces artifacts from non-refocusable line broadening
Fig. 5. (A) C2 and (B) C1 sideband pattern of 3-methylglutaric acid extracte

spinning speed was 5 kHz for all experiments. Hence, corresponding apparen

and N ¼ 9, respectively. Sidebands in boxed areas are aliased from higher fr

Fig. 6. Simulation of relaxation artifacts caused by non-refocusable linebr

Non-refocussable line widths are given next to the simulations.
as will be shown in the next section. Fig. 5 shows side-
band pattern for C1 and C2 carbon positions in 3-

methylglutaric acid extracted from experiments with a

different experimental number N , generating different

apparent spinning speeds. The number of evolution in-
d from SPEED spectra with 40 evolution increments. The mechanical

t spinning speeds are 833.33, 416.67, and 277.78Hz for N ¼ 3, N ¼ 6,

equencies.

odening. (A) Basic pulse sequence. (B) Symmetrized pulse sequence.
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crements and the mechanical spinning speed was kept
constant. This figure shows the alternating amplitudes

of the sidebands in the symmetrized pulse sequence even

at low apparent spinning speeds. Furthermore, it reveals

that aliasing of sidebands may be used efficiently to

choose apparent spinning speed, spectral window, and

number of increments in the evolution dimension that

would accommodate wide and narrow tensor spans si-

multaneously. In Fig. 5 for example the number of
sidebands with significant amplitude, i.e., the informa-

tion content, is increased just by changing the experi-

mental number N , not by increasing the number of

increments in the evolution dimension.
0
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Fig. 7. Replicated and TIGER processed SPEED spectrum of 3-methylgluta

increments in the evolution dimension. The spectral windows were 5 and 16

repetition time was 3 s and 144 transients were accumulated per increment.

shown on the right-hand side. Numbers on the sideband patterns indicate t

frequencies.
5. Relaxation

During the acquisition period the detectable magne-

tization decays with a specific time constant T2. The

interactions leading to the decay of the magnetization

may be divided into two groups, with p pulses refocus-

able and non-refocusable. Non-refocusable interactions,

designated by the specific time constant T �
2 , are small in

most compounds. For example for several natural
abundance 13C samples natural line widths of about 0.5–

10Hz are reported even without TPPM decoupling [28].

However, non-refocusable line broadening may become

considerably large in systems with molecular motion,
-150-100-50050100
ppm

ric acid. The mechanical spinning speed was 5 kHz and N ¼ 9 with 60

.667 kHz in the acquisition and evolution dimension, respectively. The

The guide spectrum is shown on the left and the extracted spectra are

he isotropic shift. Resonances in boxed areas are aliased from higher
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insufficient proton decoupling and enriched samples
with considerable homonuclear dipolar coupling. Since

non-refocusable interactions dephase the magnetization

during the evolution period regardless of the refocusing

pulse position s, they do not contribute to the evolution

dimensions decay function. Hence, non-refocusable in-

teractions only result in a reduced sensitivity.

The difference in decay constants between evolution

and acquisition dimension results in steps in the decay
function of the evolution dimension when replication is

applied to the 2D dataset [6]. The complete 2D FID

including relaxation may thus be written as:

Mþðt1; t2Þ ¼ M0

X
k

Ak � exp½
 

� iðW0 þ kxappÞt1�
!

� exp
�
� t1
T2 � T �

2

�

� exp
�
� Tapp

T �
2

int
t1
Tapp

� ��
þ 1

��
� exp½�iW0t2� � exp½�t2=T2�: ð19Þ

Since the steps in the decay function occur at multiples

of the apparent rotor period Tapp, sideband artifacts

appear for each sideband pattern at frequencies sepa-
rated by the apparent spinning speed xapp as shown in

Fig. 6. For a regular sideband pattern these artifacts

accumulate and may affect the spectrum considerably,

especially when 1=T �
2 becomes large, as demonstrated in

Fig. 6A. However, the symmetrized sequence yields

sidebands with alternating amplitudes, hence the relax-

ation artifacts for the alternating sidebands cancel even

for large 1=T �
2 as observed in Fig. 6B.
120

130
-100-50050100150200250

ppm

126.3

127.3

128.5

Fig. 8. Replicated and TIGER processed santonin SPEED experiment.

Themechanical spinning speed was 6 kHz andN ¼ 9 with 50 increments

in the evolution dimension. The spectral windowswere 6 and 16.667 kHz

in the acquisition and evolution dimension, respectively. The repetition

time was 3 s and 432 were accumulated transients per increment. The

guide spectrum is shown on the left and the extracted spectra are shown

on the right-hand side. Numbers on the sideband patterns indicate the

isotropic shift in ppm.Resonances in boxed areas are aliased fromhigher

frequencies. The isotropic shifts in ppm of the aliased resonances in the

guide spectrum are indicated. For many positions in a santonin the two

molecules per asymmetric unit are resolved.
6. TIGER and absolute value mode Fourier transforma-

tion

Ideally TIGER processing is used to extract phase

sensitive sideband patterns for individual isotropic car-

bon positions. The high-resolution guide spectrum nee-
ded for the TIGER procedure is directly obtained from

the increment with t1 ¼ 0 of the 2D dataset. Figs. 7–9

show examples of TIGER extracted sideband pattern

for 3-methylglutamic acid, a santonin, and calcium ac-

etate, respectively. In the example compounds sideband

patterns for isotropic shifts as close as 0.2 ppm are re-

solved in calcium acetate and as may as 28 shift pattern

are extracted for a santonin. Hence, the SPEED exper-
iment may be used to investigate even larger systems

when sufficient resolution in the acquisition dimension is

present. Principal components of the chemical shift

tensor and/or heteronuclear dipolar coupling tensors are

easily extracted from the individual sideband pattern by

nonlinear fitting with an appropriate model. TIGER

may also accommodate small sidebands in the guide

spectrum that result from insufficient spinning speed.
Alternatively, absolute value Fourier transformation

may be used to display the complete SPEED spectrum in

a sensible way and may also be used to extract individual

absolute value sideband pattern as depicted in Figs. 10

and 11. Some of the problems associated with the display

of the large dynamic range of absolute value SPEED
spectra are revealed in Fig. 10, i.e., some of the sideband
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Fig. 9. Replicated and TIGER processed calcium acetate SPEED experiment. The down field carboxylate resonances are aliased in the guide

spectrum. The mechanical spinning speed was 5 kHz and N ¼ 9 with 50 increments in the evolution dimension. The spectral windows were 6 and

13.889 kHz in the acquisition and evolution dimension, respectively. The repetition time was 9 s and 144 transients were accumulated per increment.

The guide spectrum is shown on the left and the extracted spectra are shown on the right-hand side. Numbers on the sideband patterns indicate the

isotropic shift. Resonances in boxed areas are aliased from higher frequencies. All four acetate molecules per asymmetric unit are resolved for both

methyl and carboxylate carbons. Sideband patterns for isotropic positions as as close as 0.2 ppm (10Hz) are resolved.
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patterns are absent in the display. This results primarily

from large sideband amplitudes in high intensity narrow

span sideband pattern and small amplitude sidebands in

low intensity wide span sideband pattern.
7. Phase cycling

The phase cycling for the experiments with N ¼ 3 is

taken from the FIREMAT experiment [6]. In sequences
with N > 3, the 2N � 1 p pulses in the pulse sequence

are divided into two groups: moving and fixed p pulses.

The phases of the moving pulses are increased from the

first having 0� by 360� /N to the last moving p pulse in

the sequence having (360–360/N )� The phases of the

fixed pulses are increased similarly by 360�/(N � 1). The

phase cycling for the following transients with number i
is then performed by propagating the phase angle of

360�/(N þ i) for the moving pulses and 360�/(N � 1þ i)
for the fixed pulses, respectively. Fig. 12 gives a



Fig. 11. Absolute Value FT spectrum of the santonin SPEED experiment. The same dataset as in Fig. 8 is shown. Aliased sidebands are enclosed in a

square box. The centerbands of sideband pattern aliased in the acquisition dimension are enclosed in a parallelogram.

Fig. 10. Replicated and absolute value Fourier transformed SPEED spectrum of 3-methylglutamic acid. The same dataset as in Fig. 7 is shown.

Aliased sidebands are enclosed by boxes. Both C1 and C10 sideband pattern appearing at 81 and 81.5 ppm in the isotropic dimension are also aliased

in the acquisition dimension from 180.0 and181.5 ppm, respectively.
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graphical representation of the phase cycling for N ¼ 6.

It was found that it is not necessary to permute through

all phase combinations possible, presumably because
the pulse sequence including the rotor position is re-

petitive after every two-rotor period. A standard four-

cycle CYCLOPS sequence is included to remove carrier

and receiver artifacts [29]. Hence, a relatively short

phase cycle, i.e., the smallest common multiplier of 4, N
and (N � 1), is obtained. This change allows for

SPEED sequences with large N without inhibitive

lengthening the phase cycling. The phase cycle may be
dramatically decreased utilizing cogwheel phase cycling

proposed by Levitt et al. [30]. This is under further

investigation for trains of refocusing pulses used in

various experiments.
8. Validation of the method

To validate the method, shift tensors extracted from

several SPEED MAS experiments are compared to the

corresponding FIREMAT data using the root-mean-

squared (rms) distance between tensors. Tables 1 and 2

summarize the SPEED and FIREMAT extracted ico-
sahedral shift components [31] and lists the rms dis-

tances for the corresponding tensors. The agreement

between the FIREMAT data and the SPEED data is
excellent and combined results for all positions in 3-

methylglutamic acid range from 1.5 ppm for the SPEED

experiment with N ¼ 6 and 40 evolution increments to

1.7 ppm for the SPEED experiment with N ¼ 3 and 40

evolution increments. These values are comparable to

intrinsic experimental measurement errors of both ap-

proaches and establish the reliability of the SPEED

method. The intrinsic error of the SPEED experiment
may be further reduced by experimental improvements

such as synchronization of pulse timing and acquisition

to the rotor position utilizing a feedback circuit. This

may become necessary at higher spinning speeds or less

stable spinning conditions.
9. Experimental

All experiments were performed on a Chemagnetics

CMX200 spectrometer operating at 50.306MHz 13C

frequency and equipped with a 7.5mm Pencil rotor

probe. TPPM proton decoupling was used in all exper-



Fig. 12. Dials describing the phase cycling for a SPEED sequence with

N ¼ 6. The four cycles of CYCLOPS are designated from a to c. The

inner ‘‘hubs’’ of the dials give the p pulse number in the sequence. The

phase of the pulses are given in degrees on the propagating dials.

Table 1

Icosahedral shift components of 3-methylglutamic acid in ppm

extracted from SPEED spectra [32]

da dc de davg rmsdb

SPEED 9_60a

C1 234.0 158.6 151.8 181.5 1.0

C10 235.2 154.9 151.4 180.5 0.5

C2 56.4 34.1 28.0 39.5 2.6

C20 53.0 33.5 28.3 38.3 1.5

C4 30.5 21.6 23.3 25.1 1.7

C3 29.3 17.7 9.2 18.7 0.5

SPEED 9_40a

C1 234.1 158.3 151.5 181.3 0.9

C10 233.8 155.0 152.2 180.3 1.4

C2 56.3 33.7 27.9 39.3 2.7

C20 52.7 33.1 28.3 38.1 1.6

C4 30.2 20.5 24.2 25.0 2.2

C3 29.0 17.5 9.2 18.5 0.5

SPEED 6_40a

C1 233.9 158.6 152.0 181.5 1.2

C10 234.1 156.2 151.2 180.5 1.5

C2 57.1 35.4 26.0 39.5 1.2

C20 53.2 33.9 27.6 38.2 1.0

C4 31.6 20.8 23.1 25.2 2.5

C3 26.8 23.0 6.5 18.7 0.8

SPEED 3_40a

C1 234.6 158.9 151.0 181.5 0.5

C10 233.0 157.9 150.7 180.5 2.7

C2 57.9 35.9 24.7 39.5 0.7

C20 53.4 35.0 26.4 38.2 0.5

C4 29.8 25.9 19.7 25.1 2.5

C3 28.6 20.4 7.2 18.7 1.6

a The first number corresponds to N , the second to the number of

evolution increments in the experiment.
bRoot-mean-squared distance to the FIREMAT 300 shift tensor.

Table 2

Icosahedral shift components of 3-methylglutamic acid in ppm

extracted from FIREMAT spectra [32]

da dc de davg rmsdb

FIREMAT 300a

C1 235.2 158.7 150.5 181.5 —

C10 235.9 154.3 151.3 180.5 —

C2 57.1 36.7 24.4 39.4 —

C20 52.6 35.3 26.6 38.2 —

C4 28.4 23.7 23.2 25.1 —

C3 28.8 18.3 8.9 18.7 —

FIREMAT 500a

C1 235.0 159.1 150.9 181.6 0.4

C10 235.5 154.9 151.5 180.7 0.4

C2 56.2 37.7 24.2 39.4 0.8

C20 52.1 36.0 26.3 38.1 0.6

C4 28.2 24.2 22.6 25.0 0.5

C3 28.8 18.3 8.7 18.6 0.1

a Spinning speed in Hz used in the experiment.
bRoot-mean-squared distance to the FIREMAT 300 shift tensor.
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iments with a phase shift angle of 14� at high spinning

speeds and 32� in the MAT experiments. The p pulse

lengths for 13C and 1H were between 8 and 9 ls in all

experiments. Carbon magnetization was produced using

standard cross polarization. The spinning speed was

controlled to approximately �2Hz using the standard
Chemagnetics spin controller software.

For replication it is required that the acquisition

spectral width for SPEED experiments is a multiple of

the mechanical spinning speed ensuring digitization of

the signal at the rotor echo. The acquisition is done

stroboscopically, i.e., the spectral window equals the

spinning speed, so that sidebands are absent in the ac-

quisition dimension. The synchronization of pulse tim-
ing and acquisition using a feedback circuit was omitted

for all SPEED experiments, but will increase the accu-

racy of the experiment. A feedback synchronization

might become necessary at larger spinning speeds, larger

N or for less stable spinning conditions.

FIREMAT spectra were recorded at a mechanical

spinning speed of 300 and 500Hz. The spectral windows

were 9.6 and 8.0 kHz in the evolution dimension and
57.600 and 48.077 kHz in the acquisition dimension, 32

and 16 evolution increments were taken at 300 and

500Hz spinning speed, respectively. The acquisition and

the pulse timing in the FIREMAT experiments were

synchronized to the rotor position using a feedback
circuit [4]. Phase sensitive sideband patterns for indi-

vidual isotropic shifts were extracted from the FIRE-

MAT spectra using TIGER processing.
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3-Methylglutamic acid and a santonin were obtained
from Aldrich and used as received. Calcium acetate was

recrystallized from water.
10. Conclusion

We are reporting a new isotropic–anisotropic sepa-

ration MAS experiment that utilizes stroboscopic phase

encoding in the evolution dimension (SPEED). Repli-
cation is used to increase the resolution in the evolution

dimension to minimize the number of increments needed

to determine the anisotropic information in the evolu-

tion dimension. Furthermore, efficient TIGER process-

ing is implemented to extract sideband patterns for

individual isotropic positions. The method is validated

by comparison of shift tensors obtained for 3-methyl-

glutamic acid with this new experiment and the well-
established FIREMAT technique and good agreement is

found. In addition, spectra of a santonin and calcium

acetate are presented to show the wide applicability of

the experiment.
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